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Abstract. As organizations reach higher levels of Business Process Management

maturity, they tend to accumulate large collections of process models. These

repositories may contain thousands of activities and be managed by different

stakeholders with varying skills and responsibilities. However, while being of

great value, these repositories induce high management costs. Thus, it becomes

essential to keep track of the various model versions as they may mutually over-

lap, supersede one another and evolve over time. We propose an innovative ver-

sioning model, and associated storage structure, specifically designed to maxi-

mize sharing across process models and process model versions, reduce conflicts

in concurrent edits and automatically handle controlled change propagation. The

focal point of this technique is to version single process model fragments, rather

than entire process models. Indeed empirical evidence shows that real-life pro-

cess model repositories have numerous duplicate fragments. Experiments on two

industrial datasets confirm the usefulness of our technique.

1 Introduction

Organizations need to develop process models to document different aspects of their

business operations. For example, process models are used to communicate changes in

existing operations to relevant stakeholders, document procedures for compliance in-

spection by auditors or guide the development of IT systems [30]. Such process models

are constantly updated to suit new or changed requirements, and this typically leads

to different versions of the same process model. Thus, organizations tend to accumu-

late large numbers of process models over time [24]. For example, Suncorp, one of

the largest Australian insurers, maintain a repository of 6,000+ process models [23],

whereas the Chinese railway company CNR has 200,000+ models.

The requirement to deal with an increasing number of process models within or-

ganizations poses a maintenance challenge. Especially, it becomes essential to keep

track of the various models as they may mutually overlap, supersede one another and

evolve over time. Moreover, process models in large organizations are typically edited

by stakeholders with varying skills, responsibilities and goals, sometimes distributed

across independent organizational units [6]. This calls for techniques to efficiently store

process models and manage their evolution over time.
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In this paper, we propose a novel versioning model and associated storage structure

which are specifically designed for process model repositories. The main innovation

lies in storing and versioning single process fragments (i.e. subgraphs), rather than en-

tire process models. In this way duplicate fragments across different process models,

or across different versions of the same process model, are stored only once. In fact,

empirical evidence [38] shows that industrial process model collections feature a high

number of duplicate fragments. This occurs as new process models are created by copy-

ing fragments from existing models within the same collection. For example, we iden-

tified nearly 14% of redundant content in the SAP R/3 reference model [19]. Further,

when a new process model version is created, only a subset of all its fragments typically

changes, leaving all other fragments unchanged across all versions of the same model.

Besides effectively reducing the storage requirements of (large) process model

repositories, our technique provides three benefits. First, it keeps track of shared frag-

ments both horizontally, i.e. across different models, and vertically, i.e. across different

versions of the same model. As a result, this information is readily available to the

repository users, who can monitor the various relations among process model versions.

Second, it increases concurrent editing, since locks can be obtained at the granularity

of single fragments. Based on the assumption that different users typically work on

different fragments at the same time, it is no longer necessary to lock an entire pro-

cess model, but only those fragments that will actually be affected by a change. As

a result, the use of traditional conflict resolution techniques is limited to situations in

which the same fragment is edited by multiple users concurrently. Finally, our tech-

nique provides sophisticated change propagation. For example, if an error is detected

in a shared fragment, the fix can be automatically propagated to all process models

containing that fragment, without having to edit each process model individually. This

in turn can facilitate reuse and standardization of best business practices throughout the

process model repository. To the best of our knowledge, the use of process fragments for

version control, concurrency control (i.e. locking) and change propagation of process

model collections has not been studied in existing research. Commercial BPM suites

only offer propagation of attribute changes at the node level, e.g. a label change.

The proposed technique is independent of the process modeling language being

adopted as all the developed methods operate on an abstract modeling notation. Thus, it

is possible to manage processes modeled in a variety of languages (e.g. BPEL, YAWL,

BPMN, EPC) with our technique. We implemented this technique on top of the MySQL

relational DBMS and used the prototype to conduct experiments on two industrial pro-

cess model collections. The results show that the technique yields a significant gain

in storage space and demonstrate the usefulness of its locking and change propagation

mechanisms.

We present our technique in three steps. First, we introduce the versioning model in

Sec. 2. Next, we describe our locking mechanism in Sec. 3 and finally our controlled

changed propagation in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 we discuss the storage structure used to im-

plement our technique on top of relational DBMSs, while in Sec. 6 we present the

algorithms for manipulating this data structure. We report the experimental setup and

results in Sec. 7, and discuss related work in Sec. 8. We draw conclusions in Sec. 9.
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2 Versioning model

We define process model versions according to a branching model which is inspired

by popular version-control systems such as Concurrent Version Systems (CVS) [4] and

Apache Subversion (SVN).4 Accordingly, each process model can have one or more

branches to account for co-existing developments. Each branch contains a sequence of

process versions and has a unique name within a process model.

A new branch can be created by “branching out” from a version in another existing

branch, where the existing branch may belong to the same process model (internal

branching) or to another process model (external branching). The primary branch is

the first branch being created for a process model, and as such it can be new or be

derived via external branching. Non-primary branches of a process model can only be

derived via internal branching. Only the last version of a branch, namely the current

version can be modified.

Branch 1

Home 

(primary)

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.0

1.1

1.0

“draft”

“signed”

“released”

Branch 2

Motor
Branch 4

Commercial

Branch 3

Private

“signed”

“alpha”

“beta”

“initial”

“draft”

Fig. 1. Process model versioning (cur-

rent version of each branch is shaded).

A modification to a current version pro-

duces a new version in the same branch

which becomes the current version. Accord-

ing to this versioning model, a specific ver-

sion of a process model is referred to by the

tuple (process model name, branch name,

version number). Optionally, a version may

have a name which needs not be unique.

This model is shown in Fig. 1 by using an

example from the insurance domain. Here

the primary branch is new and named “Home”, whereas “Motor”, “Private” and “Com-

mercial” are all secondary branches. For example, version 1.0 of the Motor branch,

named “alpha”, is derived from version 1.1 of the Home branch, named “signed”.

The focal idea of our versioning model is to use process model fragments as stor-

age units. To obtain all fragments from a process model, we use the Refined Process

Structure Tree (RPST) [39]. The RPST is a linear-time method to decompose a process

model into a tree of hierarchical SESE fragments. A SESE fragment is a subgraph of a

process model with a single entry and a single exit node. Each fragment in the hierarchy

contains all fragments at the lower level, but fragments at the same level are disjoint.

Thus, a given process model has only one RPST decomposition. The advantage of using

SESE fragments is that they are modular: any change inside a fragment does not affect

other fragments outside the modified fragment. Fig. 2 shows version 1.0 of the Home

insurance claims process model, and its RPST decomposition. The notation is BPMN.

For each model, we store its SESE fragments with their composition relationships.

A fragment may contain one or more child fragments, each of which may also contain

child fragments, forming a tree structure. Fig. 3 shows the fragment version tree of the

process model in Fig. 2.

4 http://subversion.apache.org
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Legend:

Flow
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Fig. 2. Version 1.0 of the Home insurance claims process model, and its RPST fragments.

1 F1

1 F2

1 F7

1 F41 F3

1 F101 F11

1 F12

1 F141 F13

1 F6

1 F91 F8

1 F5

P: “Insurance claims”
B: “Home”

V: 1.0 – “draft”

Fig. 3. RPST of model in Fig. 2.

We maintain a version history for each

fragment. Each fragment has a sequence of

versions and the latest version is named as

the current version. When a new fragment is

added, its version sequence starts with 1 and

is incremented by one for each subsequent

version. Fig. 3 depicts fragments as rectan-

gles and fragment versions as circles; version

numbers are shown inside circles. As all frag-

ments in this example are new, each fragment

has version 1. Each process model version

points to the root fragment version of its frag-

ment version tree.

By using fragments as units of storage, we can efficiently support version control,

change management and concurrency control for process models. Before describing

how we realize such operations, we explain how a fragment is stored in the repository.

Each fragment version needs to store its composition relationships and its structure.

yes

yes

Pocket 3

Pocket 2 Pocket 1

Fig. 4. Structure of fragment F2

from the model in Fig. 2.

The composition relationships contain the iden-

tifiers of all the immediate child fragment versions.

The structure of a fragment version is the subgraph

of that fragment version where the subgraphs of all

its child fragment versions are replaced by place-

holders called pockets. Each pocket is associated

with an identifier and within the structure of a partic-

ular fragment version, it points to one child fragment

version. In this way we can maximize reuse across fragments, since two fragments can
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share the same structure but point to different child fragment versions from within their

pockets. Fig. 4 shows the structure of fragment F2 from Fig. 2. This structure contains

three child fragments, each represented by a pocket. In the case of version 1 of F2,

pocket 1 points to version 1 of F3, pocket 2 to version 1 of F4 and pocket 5 to version

1 of F5. Next, we describe how to reuse structures by mapping different child fragment

versions to pockets.

2.1 Vertical sharing

Process models are not static artifacts but evolve with an organization. As we store

individual fragments, all unmodified fragments can be shared across different versions

of the same process model. We call this vertical sharing. When a new version of a

process model is created, only those fragments that have changed or that have been

added are stored. Fig. 5 shows the derivation of version 1.1 from version 1.0 of the

Home insurance claims process by modifying fragment F3. Fragment F3 is modified

by removing F6 and adding F25 and F32. This leads to a new version of F3 with the

modified content (version 2). In addition, new versions of F2 and F1 need to be created

with the modified composition relationships. All other fragments (i.e. F4 to F14) remain

the same and are shared between version 1.0 and 1.1 of the Home insurance process.

1 F1

1 F2

1 F7

1 F4

1 F3

1 F101 F11

1 F12

1 F141 F13

1 F6

1 F91 F8

1 F5

P: “Insurance claims”
B: “Home”

V: 1.0 – “draft”

2 F1

2 F2

2 F3

1 F32

1 F28

1 F25

P: “Insurance claims”
B: “Home”

V: 1.1 – “signed”

Shared fragments

Fig. 5. Sharing fragments across multiple versions of the

same process model.

As we mentioned

earlier, we reuse structures

of fragments across subse-

quent fragment versions in

order to avoid redundancy.

For example, changing

fragment F3 does not

affect the structure of

fragment F2. However,

a new version of F2 has

to be created to represent

the modified composition

relationships (i.e. replace-

ment of version 1 of F3

with version 2). Thus, the

structure can be shared

across versions 1 and 2

of F2. Let us consider the

structure of version 1 of F2 as shown in Fig. 4. According to the example, version 1

of F2 maps version 1 of fragments F3, F4 and F5 to pockets 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

In version 2 of F2, the structure does not change except for the mapping of pocket 1

which now points to version 2 of F3. Thus, we reuse the structure of version 1 of F2 in

its version 2 simply by changing the mapping of its pocket 1.

2.2 Horizontal sharing

Real-life process model repositories hardly have unique process models. It is common

in fact that multiple process models share common fragments. For example, we identi-
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fied 840 duplicate fragments in the SAP reference model. In order to avoid such redun-

dancy, we also allow fragment versions to be shared among multiple branches within

or across process models. We call this horizontal sharing. By keeping track of such

derivation relationships, we can efficiently propagate changes and keep the repository

in a consistent state. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the relationship between version 1.2

of the Home insurance branch and version 1.1 of the Motor insurance branch, which

share fragments F3 and F5, and their child fragments. Similar sharing relations can

exist between branches of different process models.

3 Locking

If two or more users try to modify two overlapping sections within the same process

model or across different process models, the resulting process model(s) may become

inconsistent. The solution used by current process model repositories to avoid such

conflicts is to lock an entire process model before editing it. However, such a solution

limits the ability for collaboration, especially in light of the current trend for collabora-

tive process modeling, as only one user can edit a process model at a time. We propose

a fragment-based locking mechanism for process models which supports increased col-

laboration while reducing the number of conflicts.

1 F1

1 F2

F7

1 F4

1 F3

F6

1 F5

P: “Insurance claims”
B: “Home”

V: 1.2 – “released”
Propagation: “Instant”

1 F35

1 F36

1 F37

1 F39

1 F41

1 F38

P: “Insurance claims”
B: “Motor”

V: 1.1 – “beta”
Propagation: “Delayed”

Shared fragments

1 F40

1 F42

11

Fig. 6. Sharing fragments across different process model

branches.

Users can lock indi-

vidual fragments, upon

which, any subsequent

locking requests to those

fragments will be denied.

When a lock is requested

for a fragment, we need to

consider the lock granted

for that fragment, as well

as the locks of its ancestor

and descendant fragments.

To illustrate this, let us as-

sume that a user requests a

lock for F3 in Fig. 6 and that a lock has already been granted for its child fragment F6.

If the requested lock is granted for F3, both F3 and F6 can be edited concurrently. As

F3 contains F6, the user editing F3 can also edit the content of F6, which may result in

a conflict with the edits done by the other user on F6. Thus, in this situation a lock for

F3 cannot be granted. The same situation holds for the ancestor fragments of F3. If any

ancestor fragment of F3 (e.g. F2) is locked, a lock for F3 cannot be granted. Thus, a

fragment can only be locked if a lock has not yet been granted for that fragment and for

any of its ancestor or descendant fragments. For example, two users can lock F3 and

F7 at the same time. Concurrent updates to these two fragments do not cause conflicts,

as neither of these fragments contain the other fragment. In this case, any subsequent

lock request for fragments F3 and F7, and for their descendant and ancestor fragments

will be denied.

This fragment-based locking mechanism is realized by associating two locking at-

tributes with each fragment: a boolean direct lock and an integer indirect lock counter.
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A direct lock is assigned to a fragment that is directly locked by a user and gives the

user the actual right to edit that fragment. The indirect lock counter is used to prevent

conflicting lockings to descendant fragments. It is set to zero and incremented by one

every time a descendant of the fragment in question is directly locked. A direct lock

can only be placed if a fragment is not directly locked, its indirect lock counter is zero

and none of its ancestor fragments is directly locked either. If so, the fragment is locked

and the indirect lock counters of all its ancestors are incremented. Once a request for

removing a lock is issued, the direct lock for that fragment is removed and the indirect

lock counters of all its ancestor fragments are decremented. The indirect lock counter is

required as multiple descendant fragments of a given fragment may be directly locked

at the same time. In such situations, the counter of that fragment should not be reset

until all direct locks of its descendant fragments have been released.

4 Controlled change propagation

In current process model repositories, similarity relations between different process

models are not kept, so an update to a section of a process model remains confined

to that process model, without affecting all process models of the repository that share

(parts of) that section. This problem where two or more process models become “out-of-

synch” is currently rectified manually, through maintenance cycles which are laborious

and error-prone. For example, a team of business analysts at Suncorp was recently in-

volved in a process consolidation effort between two of their insurance products, due to

an update to one of the two products. However, it took them 130 man-hours to identify

25% of the shared fragments between the process models for these two products [23].

In fact, our experience tells us that real-life collections suffer from frequent mismatches

among similar process models.

Since we reuse fragments across multiple process models, this provides a great

opportunity to simplify the maintenance of the repository. For example, if a possible

improvement is identified for fragment F3 of Fig. 6, that improvement can be made

available immediately to both the Home and Motor insurance process models, since

this fragment is shared by both these models. However, propagating fragment changes

immediately to all affected process models may not be always desirable. Let us assume

that the current version of the Motor insurance process model has been deployed in

an active business environment. If an update to F3 has introduced an error, that error

will immediately affect the Motor insurance process model, which could potentially

impact important business operations. In order to prevent such situations, we support a

flexible change propagation mechanism, where change propagations are controlled by

a propagation policy associated with process model branches. The propagation policy

of a process model branch can be set as either instant propagation or delayed propa-

gation. If instant propagation is used in a branch, any change to any fragment in the

current version of that branch is recursively propagated to all ascending fragments of

that fragment in the current version, until the root fragment. Since the root fragment

changes, a new version for that branch will be created, which will become the current

version. If delayed propagation is used in a branch, changes to a fragment will not be

immediately propagated throughout the current version. Instead, such changes will cre-

ate pending updates for the current version. Then owners of the affected process model
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are notified of all pending updates for that model. They can then review the pending

updates and only trigger the necessary ones. Once a pending update is triggered, it will

be propagated and a new version of the interested process model will be created.

Coming back to the example in Fig. 6, let us assume that the change propagation

policy of the Home insurance branch is set to instant while that of the Motor insurance

branch is set to delayed. If fragment F6 is updated (i.e. version 2 of F6 is created), new

versions will instantly be created for all the ancestor fragments of F6 in the current ver-

sion of Home (i.e. F3, F2 and F1, shown with a thicker border Fig. 6). As a new version

is created for F1, which is the root fragment of Home, a new version of this process

model will also be created, say version 1.3. On the other hand, since the Motor branch

has a delayed propagation policy, new versions will not be created for the ancestor frag-

ments of F6 in the current version of this branch. This means that F3 in Motor will still

point to version 1 of F6, F36 to version 1 of F3 and F35 to version 1 of F36. Thus, the

current version of Motor will still use version 1 of F6 and remain the same. However,

the pending updates will be notified to the owner of the current version of Motor, who

can decide whether or not to implement them.

Sometimes it is not required to create a new fragment version/process model version

when a fragment is modified, e.g. after a fixing a minor error. Our technique supports

such in-place editing of fragments, where the edited fragment version and all its an-

cestor fragments are updated without creating new versions. Changes performed in this

mode will be available to all ancestor fragments instantly, irrespective of the change

propagation policies.

5 Conceptualization of the storage structure

We now describe the conceptual model used to store our versioning system on top of a

relational DBMS. The algorithms to populate and use this data structure, e.g. inserting

or updating a fragment, are presented in Section 6.

An Object Role Modeling diagram of the storage structure is shown in Fig. 7. For

illustration purposes, we populated this model with information from two process mod-

els: “Insurance claims” (the example used so far) and “Order processing”. Each process

has two branches (e.g. Insurance claims has branches “Home” and “Motor”). Further,

each branch has a root process model (i.e. the root Node), representing the first version

of that branch. For example, the root process model of the Motor branch of the insurance

claims process has node identifier N4 and refers to version number 1.0 having version

name “alpha”. Each branch has a sequence of nodes where each node represents one

version of a process model. Each node can have at most one immediate predecessor.

For example, node N5 refers to version number 1.1 of its branch, and is the successor

of node N4. The root node of a primary branch may optionally be derived from a node

of an external process model branch (none in the sample population). The root node

of a non-primary branch is always derived from a node of an internal process model

branch. For example, the root node of the Motor branch (node identifier N4) is derived

from node N2 of the Home branch.

Each node in a branch (i.e. each process model version) has an associated fragment

version tree. In our example, the root fragment versions of process model versions 1.0

and 1.1 of the Home branch (i.e. nodes N1 and N2) are FV1 and FV6. FV1 and FV6
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Fig. 7. Object-Role Modeling diagram of the storage structure.

are both contained in fragment F1 according to the sample population. Thus, FV1 and

FV6 are two versions of the same fragment. In fact, FV1 is mapped to fragment version

number 1 whilst FV6 is mapped to fragment version number 2 of F1. A fragment ver-

sion can have multiple parents and children. For example, FV2 is the parent fragment

of FV3, FV4 and FV5, while FV3 is the child of both FV2 and FV7. Hence, FV3 is

shared between FV2 and FV7. A fragment version is associated with a structure which

stores all process elements contained only in that fragment version. A structure is asso-

ciated with a structural code, which is computed by considering its elements and their

interconnections. The structural code is used to efficiently compare structures of frag-

ments. Furthermore, two fragments can be efficiently compared by considering both

structural codes and composition relationships. Process elements within structures can

be of type non-pocket (i.e. tasks, events, gateways) and pocket. A pocked is a place

holder for a child fragment. Continuing our running example, in fragment version FV1,

pocket PE34 is mapped to fragment version FV2 while in FV6, PE34 is mapped to FV7.

Thus, FV1 and FV6 share the structure S5 with different mapping for pocket PE34. Fi-

nally, the diagram models the association of change propagation policies with process

branches and locking attributes with fragment versions.

As shown in the diagram of Fig. 7, we use a directed attributed graph of vertices (i.e.

process elements) and edges (i.e. flow relations) to represent process models and frag-

ments. Process elements can be tasks, events (e.g. timer or message events), gateways

(e.g. AND-split, XOR-split, OR-join) and pockets. This meta-model is an extension of

the canonical format used in the AProMoRe repository [24], where we introduced a new

process element, namely the Pocket, to act as a placeholder for dynamically-computed

child fragments. This abstract representation allows us to apply version control to pro-
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cess models developed in multiple business process modeling languages (e.g. BPMN,

YAWL, EPCs, BPEL), as well as to facilitate change propagation and concurrency con-

trol on those process models, regardless of their modeling language. For example, in

order to version EPC models, we only have to convert EPCs to our representation for-

mat and vice versa. A full mapping between AProMoRe’s canonical format and various

process modeling languages is provided in [24]. We observe that in order to achieve

language-independence, AProMoRe’s canonical format covers only a set of concepts

which are common to most process modeling languages.

6 Algorithms

In this section we describe the algorithms used in our repository for inserting, updating,

retrieving and deleting process models and fragments.

6.1 Inserting and retrieving fragments

Process model insertion, retrieval and update methods of the repository depend on two

main algorithms: AddFragment() (i.e. Algorithm 1) and FillFragment() (i.e. Algorithm

2). First, we will explain these two algorithms, which lay the foundation for the de-

scription of the other algorithms. AddFragment() method takes a process fragment as

the input, stores the fragment and its child fragments in the repository and returns a

unique identifier for the fragment. First, the AddFragment() method calls itself recur-

sively to decompose the child fragments of the given fragment and to obtain identifiers

for those child fragments. Then it replaces the subgraphs of all child fragments with

pockets in order to obtain the structure of the given fragment. For each replaced child

fragment, it adds a mapping from the added pocket identifier to its corresponding child

fragment identifier. Thus, a fragment is represented in the repository as an structure and

a set of (pocket Id, child Id) mappings.

Once the structure and the (pocket Id, child Id) mappings are obtained, we have to

check whether there are similar components already stored in the repository, in order

to prevent redundancies. First, the algorithm checks if a matching structure is already

stored by invoking the GetMatchingStructureId() function. If a matching structure is

found, we can check whether the same fragment is already stored, by searching for

both the structure and the (pocket Id, child Id) mappings. This is achieved through

application of the GetMatchingFragmentId() function. If a matching fragment identifier

is found, the AddFragment() method returns the matched identifier without storing any

information about the new fragment. If a matching structure is found and a matching

fragment is not found, we can reuse the matched structure. Therefore, in that case,

the algorithm adds a new fragment with the identifier of the matched structure and new

(pocket Id, child Id) mappings. If a matching structure is also not found in the repository

(which also implies that there are no matching fragments as well), the algorithm adds a

new fragment with a new structure and new (pocket Id, child Id) mappings.

The FillFragment() method (listed in algorithm 2) is used to retrieve process frag-

ments from the repository. It takes three parameters: fragment identifier, pocket iden-

tifier and a process model graph. This method retrieves the fragment identified by the

given fragment identifier (i.e. first parameter) and fills the given process model graph
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Algorithm 1: AddFragment

procedure AddFragment(Fragment f)
begin

fragmentId ⇐ null

childFragments ⇐ GetChildFragments(f)
foreach childFragment in childFragments do

pocketId ⇐ MakePocket(f, childFragment)
childId ⇐ AddFragment(childFragment)
pocketChildMappings ⇐ pocketChildMappings ∪ {(pocketId , childId)}

matchingStructureId ⇐ GetMatchingStructureId(f)
if matchingStructureId not null then

matchingFragmentId ⇐
GetMatchingFragmentId(matchingStructureId , pocketChildMappings)
if matchingFragmentId not null then

fragmentId ⇐ matchingFragmentId

else
fragmentId ⇐
InsertFragment(matchingStructureId , pocketChildMappings)

else
structureId ⇐ AddStructure(f)
fragmentId ⇐ InsertFragment(structureId , pocketChildMappings)

returnfragmentId

end

(i.e. third parameter) with the content of the fragment. The purpose of the second pa-

rameter (i.e. pocket identifier) will be explained later. It is possible to invoke the Fill-

Fragment() method either by providing a valid process model graph or by providing an

empty process model graph (i.e. null). If an empty process model graph is provided, the

fragment will be constructed as a new process model graph. If a process model graph

is provided, the fragment will be composed into a pocket of the given process model

graph. The pocket to be used for the composition is identified by the pocket identifier

given as the second parameter of the FillFragment() method. When the FillFragment()

method is invoked to compose a fragment, it is invoked by providing an empty process

model graph, which forces it to construct the fragment as a new process model graph.

Once the FillFragment() method is invoked, it retrieves the structure of the requested

fragment and assigns it to the given empty process model graph. Then the FillFrag-

ment() method retrieves the (pocket Id, child Id) mappings of the requested fragment

from the repository. Now all the pockets in the structure of the requested fragment have

to be filled with process model graphs of its child fragments. For this, the FillFrag-

ment() method invokes itself recursively for each (pocket Id, child Id) mapping. In each

such invocation, the process model graph of the requested fragment and the identifier of

the pocket to be replaced with the child fragment are provided as an input, in addition

to the identifier of the child fragment. This forces the method to replace pockets of the

graph with child fragments. Such recursive invocations replaces all pockets in the graph

with descendant fragments, thus completing the process model graph of the requested

fragment.
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Algorithm 2: FillFragment

procedure FillFragment(fragmentId , pocketId ,ProcessModel p)
begin

ProcessModel f ⇐ GetStructure(fragmentId)
if p not null then

ReplacePocket(p, pocketId , f)

else
p ⇐ f

pocketChildMappings ⇐ GetPocketChildMappings(fragmentId)
foreach (childPocketId , childId) in pocketChildMappings do

FillFragment(childId , childPocketId , p)

end

6.2 Inserting a new process model

Next, we will explain the algorithms for manipulating process models and fragments

with reference to the FillFragment() and AddFragment() methods. The AddProcess-

Model() method adds a new process model to the repository, which takes the process

model graph and the name of a new process model. As this method adds a new process

model, first it creates the main branch of the process model using the CreateMain-

Branch() method. Then the RPST fragment tree of the given process model is cre-

ated using the ComputeRPST() method. The ComputeRPST() method returns the root

fragment of the computed fragment tree. Once the root fragment is available, the Ad-

dProcessModel() method invokes the AddFragment() method to store the root fragment

and it descendant fragments in the repository. The AddFragment() method returns an

identifier for the root fragment as mentioned in section 6.1. Once the identifier of the

root fragment is available, the AddProcessModel() method adds a tuple (process model

name, branch name, root fragment identifier) to the repository to represent the new

process model using the InsertProcessModel() method.

Algorithm 3: Add Process Model

procedure AddProcessModel(ProcessModel p, processModelName)
begin

branchName ⇐ CreateMainBranch(processModelName)
rootFragment ⇐ ComputeRPST(p)
rootFragmentId ⇐ AddFragment(rootFragment)
InsertProcessModel(processModelName, branchName, rootFragmentId)

end

6.3 Checking out process models and fragments

Now we will go through the algorithms for checking out process models and fragments

from the repository. In fact, there is no difference between checking out a fragment and
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checking out a process model. As any process model is stored as a fragment tree, check-

ing out a process model is equivalent to checking out its root fragment. Therefore, we

will only discuss the CheckoutFragment() method, which is used to retrieve the frag-

ment identified by a given fragment identifier. The CheckoutFragment() method first

initializes an empty process model graph, which is used to hold the process model graph

of the requested fragment. Before checking out a fragment, the requested fragment and

its ancestor fragments have to be locked in order to prevent possible conflicts (see sec-

tion 3). First, we have to check whether the requested fragment is directly locked, as

we can’t place a direct lock if the fragment is already locked directly. This check is

performed by invoking the IsDirectLocked() method, which returns true if the given

fragment is directly locked, and returns false if it is not directly locked. Then the Incre-

mentAncestorIndirectLocks() method is invoked to recursively increment indirect locks

of all ancestor fragments of the given fragment. This method (listed in Algorithm 5) re-

turns true if the indirect locks could be incremented in all ancestors, and returns false

if an indirect lock of any ancestor fragment could not be incremented. If both IsDirect-

Locked() and IncrementAncestorIndirectLocks() methods return true for the given frag-

ment, the CheckoutFragment() method places a direct lock on the requested fragment

(by calling the PlaceDirectLock() method) and invokes the FillFragment() method to

recursively construct the process model graph of the requested fragment as mentioned

in section 6.1.

Algorithm 4: Checkout Fragment

procedure CheckoutFragment(fragmentId)
begin

ProcessModel p ⇐ null

if not IsDirectLocked(fragmentId) and

IncrementAncestorIndirectLocks(fragmentId) then
PlaceDirectLock(fragmentId)
FillFragment(rootFragmentId ,null , p)

return p

end

6.4 Updating process models and fragments

We can now discuss the algorithms for updating (i.e. checking in) process models and

fragments. As we did in the previous section, describing only the algorithm for checking

in a fragment is sufficient, as checking in a process model is equivalent to checking in

its root fragment. First, we have to study the procedure for updating a fragment. A

user checks out a fragment (using the CheckoutFragment() method) for updating by

providing its fragment identifier. The repository returns the process model graph of the

requested fragment. Then the user can update the process model graph as necessary.

Once the required modifications to the process model graph are completed, the user can

check in the fragment using the CheckinFragment() method, discussed in this section.
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Algorithm 5: Increment Ancestor Indirect Locks

procedure IncrementAncestorIndirectLocks(fragmentId)
begin

parentIds ⇐ GetCurrentParentFragmentIds(fragmentId)
foreach parentId in parentIds do

if not IsDirectLocked(parentId) and

IncrementAncestorIndirectLocks(parentId) then
IncrementIndirectLock(parentId)
return true

else
return false

return true
end

The CheckinFragment() method takes the fragments identifier used to check out

the fragment and the modified process model graph as inputs. First the CheckinFrag-

ment() method decomposes the modified process model graph using the AddFragment()

method, which stores all fragments of the modified graph and returns an identifier for

the modified fragment. If the updated fragment is used as the root fragment of process

models, new versions have to be created for those process models with the updated root

fragment. The CheckinFragment() method does this by invoking the CreateNewVer-

sion() method for each affected process model. Then the direct lock placed on the up-

dated fragment is cleared using the RemoveLock() method.

Now the CheckinFragment() method should create new fragments for ancestor frag-

ments of the updated fragment. However, we only have to consider the ancestor frag-

ments in which the indirect lock count is greater than zero. There could be ancestor

fragments with zero indirect locks, as ancestor fragments will not be indirectly locked

if they do not belong to a current version of a process model. In order to perform this

propagation, the CheckinFragment() method calls the PropagateToParents() method for

each indirectly locked parent fragment, which in turn recursively invokes itself to prop-

agate changes to all ancestor fragments and decrement their indirect locks.

The PropagateToParents() method (listed in Algorithm 7) takes three parameters:

identifier of the parent to which the changes have to be propagated, identifier of the

old version of the changed child fragment and the identifier of the new version of the

changed child fragment. We have to create a new version of the given parent fragment,

as one of its children was changed. However, all other details of the parent fragment

remains the same between its old and new version except the updated child relationship.

Therefore, the new version of the parent fragment is created by copying its version

using the CopyFragment() method. This method copies all details of the old parent

fragment, including its structure, child relationships, direct lock status and indirect lock

count. Then the PropagateToParents() method decrements the indirect lock count of the

new parent fragment (which has the indirect lock count of the old parent fragment) by

calling the DecrementIndirectLock() method. After that, the child relationships of the

new parent fragment are updated by replacing the old child fragment identifier (given

as the second input parameter) with the new child fragment identifier (given as the third
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input parameter). As the given parent fragment can be the root fragment of some process

models, the algorithm retrieves all affected process models and creates new versions

for all those process models using the CreateNewVersion() method. Once a new parent

fragment is created, all child fragments of the old parent fragment consider the new

parent fragment as the current version. Therefore, the indirect lock count associated

with the old parent fragment is cleared using the ClearIndirectLock() method, as it is

no longer used by existing transactions. Once these steps are performed, propagation of

changes of one ancestor level is completed. Then the algorithm retrieves all indirectly

locked parent fragments of the given parent fragment and calls itself for all those parent

fragments in order to propagate changes recursively until root fragments are reached.

Algorithm 6: Checkin Fragment

procedure CheckinFragment(oldFragmentId ,ProcessModel p)
begin

newFragmentId ⇐ AddFragment(p)
processModelIds ⇐ GetUsedProcessModelIds(oldFragmentId)
foreach processModelId in processModelIds do

CreateNewVersion(processModelId ,newFragmentId)

RemoveLock(oldFragmentId)
lockedParentIds ⇐ GetIndirectlyLockedParentIds(oldFragmentId)
foreach parentId in lockedParentIds do

PropagateToParents(parentId , oldFragmentId ,newFragmentId)

end

Algorithm 7: Propagate To Parents

procedure PropagateToParents(parentId , oldFragmentId ,newFragmentId)
begin

newParentId ⇐ CopyFragment(parentId)
DecrementIndirectLock(newParentId)
ReplaceChild(newParentId , oldFragmentId ,newFragmentId)
processModelIds ⇐ GetUsedProcessModelIds(oldFragmentId)
foreach processModelId in processModelIds do

CreateNewVersion(processModelId ,newFragmentId)

ClearIndirectLock(oldFragmentId)
lockedParentIds ⇐ GetIndirectlyLockedParentIds(oldFragmentId)
foreach parentId in lockedParentIds do

PropagateToParents(parentId , oldFragmentId ,newFragmentId)

end
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6.5 Deleting process models and fragments

Similar to the other operations, deletion is also similar for process models and fragments

(i.e. deleting a process model is equivalent to deleting the root fragment of the process

model). The DeleteFragment() method takes the identifier of a fragment as the input.

First, it checks whether the given fragment is used as the root fragment of any process

model or as a child fragment of any other fragment. If the given fragment is used in

any of the above, it will not be deleted and the algorithm returns false to indicate that

the deletion is not successful. If it does not have any usages, its (pocket Id, child Id)

mappings are deleted. However, the structure of the fragment is deleted, only if it is

not shared by any other fragment. After deleting the (pocket Id, child Id) mappings

and the structure, the DeleteFragment() method calls itself recursively for each child

fragment to delete all unshared child fragments of the given fragment. Return values of

these recursive invocations of the DeleteFragment() method are ignored as deletion of

some child fragments may not be successful if child fragments have multiple parents.

Therefore, deletion of child fragments continues even if some child fragments could

not be deleted. Once all possible child fragments of the given fragment are deleted, the

DeleteFragment() method returns true to indicate the success of the deletion.

Algorithm 8: Delete Fragment Version

procedure DeleteFragment(fragmentId)
begin

if GetNumberOfUsedProcessModels(fragmentId) = 0 and

GetNumberOfParents(fragmentId) = 0 then
structureId ⇐ GetStructure(fragmentId)
childIds ⇐ GetChildIds(fragmentId)
RemovePocketChildMappings(fragmentId)
if GetNumberOfUsedFragments(structureId) = 0 then

RemoveStructure(structureId)

foreach childId in childIds do
DeleteFragment(childId)

return true

else
return false

end

7 Evaluation

We implemented the proposed versioning model and associated storage structure in Java

on top of the MySQL DBMS, and used this prototype to evaluate our technique. We

conducted the experiments on two industrial process model collections: 595 EPC mod-

els from the SAP R/3 reference model and 248 EPC models from IBM’s BIT library.5

5 http://www.zurich.ibm.com/csc/bit/downloads.html
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First, we measured the gain induced by vertical sharing. We took a set of models with

varying size (ranging from 25 to 107 nodes for the SAP dataset and from 10 to 40 nodes

for the IBM dataset), and for each of them we created 100 subsequent versions by ran-

domly updating a set of adjacent nodes (i.e. localized changes). We allowed four types

of basic change operations with corresponding probabilities: change task label (33%),

delete task (33%), insert a task between two adjacent nodes (17%) and insert a task in

parallel to another task (17%). These probabilities were chosen to balance insertions

and deletions so as to prevent excessive growth or shrinkage of a process model, thus

simulating localized changes. For each model, we repeated the experiment by changing

5%, 20% and 50% of the models’ size. After creating a new version, we calculated the

vertical storage gain Gv compared to storing full process model versions. Let N be the

number of nodes for storing full versions and Nv the number of nodes stored if sharing

fragments vertically. Then Gv = (N −Nv) · 100/N . Fig. 8 reports the average Gv for

each dataset, by aggregating the values of all changed process models. Our technique

incurs a slight initial overhead due to storing pockets and edges connecting pockets.

However, the vertical storage gain rapidly increases as we add new versions. For the

SAP dataset it levels off at 82% for small updates (5% of model size), and 55% for

larger updates (50% of size) whilst for the IBM dataset it levels off at 78% for small

updates and 46% for larger updates. This confirms our intuition that storing duplicate

fragments only once across different process model versions can dramatically reduce

the overall repository size.
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Fig. 8. Average storage gain when sharing fragments across versions of the same process model.

Second, we measured the gain Gh induced by horizontal sharing. For each dataset,

we randomly inserted all process models in the repository, and as we increased the size

of the repository, we compared the size of storing duplicate fragments only once with

the size of storing full process models. We only counted the size of maximal fragments

across different process models, i.e. we excluded child fragments within shared frag-

ments. Let N be the number of nodes for storing full process models, F the set of frag-

ments, Nf the number of nodes of fragment f and Of the number of its occurrences.

Then Gh =
∑

f∈F Nf · (Of − 1)/N · 100. Fig. 9a shows the results of this exper-

iment. As expected, the horizontal gain increases with the number of process models

reaching a final value of 35.6% for the SAP dataset and 21% for the IBM dataset. This

trend is determined by the increasing number of shared fragments as the total size of

the repository increases. For example, for the SAP dataset there are 98 shared fragments
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when the repository is populated with 100 process models and this number increases to

840 fragments with the full dataset. This gives an indication of the reduction in main-

tenance effort, as any update to any of those fragments or their child fragments, will be

automatically reflected onto all process models containing those fragments.

Following from the results of the previous experiment, we tested the effects of

change propagation onto the repository. We populated the repository with the SAP

dataset and performed 100 updates on randomly selected fragments. An update to a

fragment consists of a combination of the following operations with associated proba-

bilities: label change (33%), serial node insertion (17%), parallel node insertion (33%)

and node deletion (33%). The total number of operations performed in an update is

proportional to the number of nodes in the fragment being updated. In these tests we

set the operations-to-nodes ratio to one. For example, when updating a fragment with

10 nodes, 10 operations were performed consisting of approximately 3 label changes, 3

node deletions, 2 serial node insertions and 2 parallel node deletions.

The change propagation policy of all process models was set to instant propagation

during these tests as we wanted all changes to be immediately propagated to all affected

models. After each update, we measured the total number of automatically propagated

changes in the repository. We repeated the same experiment for the IBM dataset. The

average results for 10 test runs with both datasets are shown in Fig. 9b. Accordingly,

the number of propagated changes increases with the number of updates performed on a

process model collection. For example, on average 20 automatic changes were applied

by the repository across different process models when 100 updates were performed on

the SAP dataset. If our change propagation method is not used, process modelers have

to analyze the entire process model collection and apply all these changes to relevant

process models manually, which could be a time consuming and error-prone activity.

Thus, automatic change propagation provides indeed a significant benefit in maintaining

the consistency of the repository.
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Fig. 9. Vertical storage gain (a) and change propagation (b) with the growth of the repository.

Finally, we measured the effectiveness of our fragment-based locking by comparing

it with the model-based locking available in current process model repositories. In this

experiment, we used software agents to randomly lock fragments of a given process

model collection in order to simulate random updates. We first generated a sequence

of locking actions for each agent and saved it in a file. An action is a tuple (process

model identifier, fragment identifier, locking duration). For example action (12, 25, 560)
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forces an agent to lock fragment 25 of process model 12 for 560 milliseconds. For each

action, the process model was selected using a uniform probabilistic distribution over all

process models in a given collection. The fragment was selected based on a Gaussian

distribution over the sizes of the fragments of the selected process model, where the

mean size of the distribution was set to 10% of the size of the selected process model.

The locking duration was determined based on an inverse exponential distribution with

mean of 5 seconds, in order to speed up the tests.

Once all action files were generated, we executed two tests for each file: i) each

agent attempted to lock only the specified fragment; ii) each agent attempted to lock

the entire process model for each action, to simulate the traditional model-based lock-

ing. We executed these tests for two process model collections, with 10 and 30 process

models, chosen with uniform size distribution from the SAP dataset. We used these

small numbers of process models as in an average BPM project multiple users typically

work collaboratively on a small set of process models. For each collection, we per-

formed three tests by varying the number of concurrent agents from 10, to 20 and 30,

and we computed the success rate for each test as the ratio of the number of successful

operations over the number of total operations. The results are shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Success rate of locking operations in 10 process models (a) and 30 process models (b).

As expected, the fragment-based locking mechanism scored the highest success rate in

all tests. We also observed that the gain of this locking compared to that of model-based

locking increases with the increase of concurrent agents (for example, when using 10

agents on 30 process models, fragment level locking facilitated 15% more operations

than process level locking, while fragment level locking facilitated 110% more opera-

tions for 30 agents). Further, this gain is higher when agents are competing for a smaller

number of process models. Thus, we can conclude that our fragment-based locking

mechanism is more effective than the traditional model-based locking.

8 Related work

In this section we discuss related work in the field of BPM as well as in other fields,

such as software engineering and computer aided design. Our discussion is categorized

under version control, repositories, process model changes and concurrency control.
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8.1 Version control

Version control has been extensively studied in at least three different fields: Temporal

Databases (TDBs), Software Engineering (SE) and Computer Aided Design (CAD).

TDBs [34, 13] deal with issues that arise when data evolution and histories of tempo-

ral models have to be managed. In SE, Source Code Control System (SCCS) [33] was

probably one of the precursors of version control systems. Here a revision of a file is

created each time the file is modified. Revision Control Systems (RCS) [37] extended

SCCS by introducing the concept of variant to capture branching evolution (e.g. in

SCCS, evolutions are represented as a sequence, while in RCS they are represented as

a tree). Space consumption is optimized by only storing textual differences (deltas) be-

tween subsequent versions. This is the same approach used by popular version control

systems such as CVS and SVN. It is possible to use textual deltas to version control pro-

cess models by considering XML based serializations of process models (e.g. EPML,

XPDL, YAWL). However, such deltas only serve as a method to reconstruct different

versions and do not facilitate other essential aspects of process model repositories as

mentioned later in this section.

Within SE, approaches in the area of Software Configuration Management [8], pro-

pose to use database technology to enhance the underlying data model and make the

notion of version explicit. Damokles [12] is probably one of the first database-based ver-

sioning environment for SE. It offers the notion of revision as a built-in datatype and a

version-aware data modeling language. In [29] the authors present an object graph ver-

sioning system (HistOOry) which allows applications to store and efficiently browse

previous states of objects. This approach keeps history of object graphs, while ours

deals with version control of graphs. Moreover, our goals are different: we focus on

graph fragment reusability and update propagation.

A version control method specifically designed for process models is proposed in

[1]. This method is based on change operations: the differences between two process

model versions are specified as a set of insert, delete and modify operations on tasks,

links and attributes. The version history of a process model is stored as the initial ver-

sion plus the set of change operations required to derive all subsequent versions. When

a new process model version is checked in, the change operations required to derive

this version from the last version of the same process model are computed and stored

as the delta of the new version. Similarly, when a process model version is checked

out, all change operations required to derive the requested version from the initial ver-

sion are retrieved and applied to the initial version to construct the requested version.

Another method for process model version control is to store all versions of a process

model in a single graph by annotating the graph’s nodes and edges with version num-

bers [43]. Once such a graph is built, one can derive any version of its process model

by following a set of derivation rules. Thus, deltas between process model versions are

captured as a set of graph elements (i.e. nodes and edges). However, the types of deltas

proposed in the above two methods, as well as the textual deltas used in SCCS, RCS,

CVS and SVN discussed earlier, do not have any other purpose than reconstructing dif-

ferent versions. In contrast, we use process fragments as deltas, which are meaningful

components of process models. In addition to reconstructing different versions, we use

fragments to automatically propagate changes across process model versions and across

different process models, and to reduce conflicting edit operations over these models.
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Further, fragments can be used as queries for searching specific process models in large

repositories, as done in [38], or as compositional units to create new process models.

For example, a fragment used in an old process model version can be reused in a new

version of another process model. Hence, we argue that our fragment-based approach is

better-suited for the management of process models, specially when other requirements

such as change propagation, concurrency control and search are considered, in addition

to pure version control.

Thomas [36] presents an architecture for managing different versions of reference

process models. However this approach focuses on high-level aspects of versioning

such as integration with different enterprise databases, inter-connections with external

applications, attributes to be associated with versions and user interface design. Thus,

this work is complementary to our research as our methods can be embedded in such

an architecture.

8.2 Repositories

Repositories provide a shared database for artifacts produced or used by an enterprise,

and also facilitate functions such as version control, check-in, check-out and configura-

tion management [5]. The use of repositories for managing artifacts in different domains

has been studied and different storage mechanisms have been proposed. The concept of

managing complex artifacts as aggregations of lower level components has been dis-

cussed in the literature (e.g. [8, 16, 18, 17]). In particular, version control and change

propagation of such composite artifacts have been studied in the context of CAD repos-

itories [16, 18, 17]. Accordingly, the highest degree of sharing is obtained when all soft-

ware components are versioned including composite and atomic components, and their

relationships. The storage technique that we propose extends such concepts in the con-

text of process model management. Most of the research on composite artifact storage

mechanisms assumes that lower level objects and their composition relationships are ex-

plicitly stated by users. In our technique, we use the RPST algorithm to automatically

decompose process models into lower level fragments in linear time. Further, when

storing process models we always decompose them into the smallest possible RPST

fragments, thus increasing the advantages of space utilization, change propagation and

concurrency control. We also share the structures and composition relations between

such process models. This allows us to maximize the sharing of fragments among pro-

cess models (i.e. identical structures are shared even if child mappings are not the same).

Further, we share components (i.e. fragments) and structures across multiple versions

(i.e. vertically) as well as across different process models (i.e. horizontally).

Business process model repositories stemming from research initiatives support

process model-specific features in addition to basic insert, retrieve, update and delete

functions [26, 35, 27, 7, 42], such as searching stored process models based on differ-

ent parameters. For example, the semantic business process repository [27] focuses on

querying business processes based on ontologies while the process repository proposed

in [7] also focuses on the lifecycle management of process models. Similar features

can be found in commercial process model repositories, such as the ARIS platform

[9]. However, both academic and commercial process model repositories only support

basic version control at the level of process nodes. Moreover, none of these solutions
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adequately addresses the problems of change management and concurrency control. For

example, in ARIS one can only propagate updates to node attributes.

Redundant process fragments are identified as an issue when managing large pro-

cess model repositories in [40]. If these fragments are not kept in synch, changes to the

repository may lead to inconsistencies. Since we share redundant fragments only once,

and we propagate changes across them, our technique can be seen as a way of solving

the “redundant process fragments” issue described in [40].

8.3 Process model changes

Different classifications of process model changes have been proposed in the literature

[41, 10, 11]. Weber et al. [41] propose a set of change patterns that can be applied to

process models and process instances, in order to align these artifacts with changing

requirements. These change patterns focus on fragment-level operations (e.g. inserting

a new fragment into a process model, deleting a fragment or moving a fragment to a

different position) as well as on control-flow changes (e.g. adding a new control-flow

dependency and changing the condition of a conditional branch). The classification pro-

posed by Dijkman [10, 11] focuses on finer-grained changes including the insertion and

removal of an activity, the refinement of an activity into a collection of activities and

the modification of an activity’s input requirements. This classification also includes

changes performed on resource-related aspects, such as allocating an activity to a dif-

ferent human role. These classifications are useful for many areas, such as developing

and evaluating process model editors, identifying differences between process models,

designing change operation based concurrency control techniques and developing ver-

sion control systems. However, our storage and version control technique considers the

final states of process models, and the operations applied to derive different process

models are not required for our approach. As such, this work is complementary to ours.

In fact, we do not impose any restriction on the type of changes that can be performed

on our process models.

8.4 Concurrency control

Fine-grained locking of generic objects and CAD objects has been studied in [28, 2,

3]. However, the possibility of fine-grained locking of process models at the process

fragment level has not been studied in the literature. The issue of resolving conflicts in

different process model versions has been explored both at design-time and at run-time.

At run-time, the propagation of process model changes to running process instances

without causing errors and inconsistencies has been extensively studied in the litera-

ture [32, 31, 15, 20]. Since our process models are design-time artifacts, this work is

complimentary to ours. At design-time, Küster et al. [22, 21, 14] propose a method for

merging two versions of the same process model based on the application of change

operations which can be automatically identified without the need for a change log.

Similar to our approach, this solution relies on the decomposition of process models

into SESE fragments. However, this approach focuses on resolving conflicts once over-

lapping modifications are detected, while our approach prevents conflicts before they

occur through selective locking. Thus, it may be possible to combine both approaches

in order to develop flexible collaborative environments.
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9 Conclusion

This paper presents a novel versioning model and associated storage structure specifi-

cally designed to deal with (large) process model repositories. The focal idea is to store

and version single SESE process fragments, rather than entire process models. The mo-

tivation comes from the observation that process model collections used in practice

feature a great deal of redundancy in terms of shared process fragments.

The contribution of this technique is threefold. First, repository users can effectively

keep track of the relations among different process models (horizontal sharing) and

process model versions (vertical sharing). Second, sophisticated change propagation is

achieved, since changes in a single fragment can be propagated to all process models

and process model versions that share that fragment. This goes well beyond the change

propagation provided by current process model repositories. This in turn allows users to

automatically ensure consistency, and maximize standardization, in large process model

repositories. Finally, locking can also be defined at the granularity of single fragments,

thus fostering concurrent updates by multiple users, since it is no longer required to lock

entire process models. To the best of our knowledge, fragment-based concepts have not

been adopted to study these aspects of process model collections to date.

An important application of our technique is the management of variability in pro-

cess model repositories. In fact, variants of a same process model, e.g. the “Home” and

“Motor” variants of an “Insurance claim” process model, are never that dissimilar from

each other, i.e. they typically share various fragments [23]. These variants can either be

explicitly modeled as different branches of the same process, or their commonalities can

be automatically detected when these variants are inserted into the repository. In both

cases, our technique will trace these links among the variants, and keep the variants

synchronized whenever they undertake changes.

This technique was implemented and its usefulness was evaluated on two industrial

process model collections. In future work, we plan to combine our fragment-based lock-

ing method with operational merging [25] to provide more flexible conflict resolution

in concurrent fragment updates. We also plan to version process’ data and resources,

and to further evaluate our technique by conducting usability tests with process model

repository users.
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